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J/psi production from proton-proton collisions at root s=200 GeV
Abstract
J/psi production has been measured in proton-proton collisions at roots=200 GeV over a wide rapidity and
transverse momentum range by the PHENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider. Distributions
of the rapidity and transverse momentum, along with measurements of the mean transverse momentum and
total production cross section are presented and compared to available theoretical calculations. The total J/psi
cross section is 4.0+/-0.6(stat)+/-0.6(syst)+/-0.4(abs) mu b. The mean transverse momentum is
1.80+/-0.23(stat)+/-0.16(syst) GeV/c.
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J= production has been measured in proton-proton collisions at

s
p  200 GeV over a wide rapidity
and transverse momentum range by the PHENIX experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider.
Distributions of the rapidity and transverse momentum, along with measurements of the mean trans-
verse momentum and total production cross section are presented and compared to available theoretical
calculations. The total J= cross section is 4:0 0:6stat  0:6syst  0:4abs b. The mean trans-
verse momentum is 1:80 0:23stat  0:16syst GeV=c.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.051802 PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 13.20.Fc, 14.40.Gx, 25.75.Dw
Understanding J= production mechanisms requires
data over a large range of collision energies and with
broad coverage in rapidity and transverse momentum
(pT). Existing data at lower energies from fixed target
hadron experiments yield total cross sections and mean
pT (hpTi) values in the energy range

s
p  7–38:8 GeV
[1]. Limited kinematic coverage in collider experiments
[1–3] has so far meant that total cross sections and mean
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pT values could not be measured. The systematic study of
J= production at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
energies with wide pT and rapidity coverage should there-
fore provide crucial tests of J= production models. In
addition, the RHIC proton-proton results provide a base-
line for studying cold and hot nuclear matter in proton-
nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions using J= yields
as a probe.
Intense theoretical interest in the J= production
mechanism was stimulated when the color singlet model
(CSM) was found [4] to dramatically underpredict the
high pT prompt J= and  2S cross sections measured
with the collider detector at Fermilab (CDF) [3].
Attention turned toward models in which color octet c c
states can also contribute to the J= yield. The color octet
model (COM), which is based on the nonrelativistic QCD
(NRQCD) approach [5], has been successful in reproduc-
ing the high pT CDF prompt J= cross sections, as has
the more phenomenological color evaporation model
(CEM) [6].
In this Letter we report results of the first measure-
ments of pp!J= 	X at RHIC, made at sp 200GeV
by the PHENIX experiment. The data yield the first total
cross sections for J= production beyond fixed target
energies, and the first measurement of hpTi beyond

s
p 
63 GeV. They will constrain models in the lower pT
region where gluon fusion is expected to dominate. At
pT beyond about 5 GeV=c, the direct J= production
cross section is expected to be dominated by fragmenta-
tion of high pT gluons [7].
The PHENIX experiment [8] detects electrons in the
pseudorapidity range j  j 0:35 in two central spec-
trometer arms covering   90, and forward rapid-
ity muons in two muon arms covering   360. Only
one muon arm, covering 1:2<< 2:2, was operational
for this data set. Electrons are identified by matching
charged particle tracks to energy deposits in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter (EMC) and to rings in the ring
imaging Cˇ erenkov detector (RICH), which has a thresh-
old of 4:7 GeV=c for pions. Muons are identified by
finding deeply penetrating roads in the muon identi-
fier (MuID) and matching them to tracks in the muon
tracker (MuTr).
The data were recorded during the

s
p  200 GeV pp
run covering the end of 2001 and the beginning of 2002.
After quality assurance and vertex cuts (35 cm for ee
and 38 cm for ), 67 nb1 were used for the J= !
	 analysis, and 82 nb1 for J= ! e	e. The mini-
mum bias interaction trigger required at least one hit on
each side of the interaction vertex in the beam-beam
counter (BBC), which covers 3:1< j j<3:9. Minimum
bias trigger rates varied from 5 to 30 kHz. Events con-
taining J= decays were selected using level-1 triggers in
coincidence with the minimum bias interaction trigger.
The J= ! e	e trigger required a minimum energy
deposit of either 0.75 GeV in a 2 2 tile of EMC towers
or 2.1 GeV in a 4 4 tile. The J= ! 	 trigger
required at least two deeply penetrating roads in separate
azimuthal quadrants of the MuID [9].
J= yields in the central arms were obtained by re-
constructing electron-positron pairs. Electron candidates
were charged particle tracks that were associated with a
RICH ring (2 hit phototubes) and an EMC hit (4
position association cut), and which satisfied 0:5<
E=p< 1:5, where E is the EMC cluster energy and p is
the reconstructed track momentum. A 5 GeV=c upper
limit on electron momentum prevented charged pions
from firing the RICH.
J= yields in the muon arm were obtained by recon-
structing 	 pairs. Muon tracks were reconstructed
by finding a track seed in the MuID and matching it to
clusters of hits in each of the three MuTr stations. The
momentum was determined by fitting, with a correction
for energy loss, the MuID and MuTr hit positions and the
BBC vertex position. Each track was required to pass 5
cuts on the 2 from the track fit and on the radial distance
of the fitted track from the measured z-vertex position.
Unlike-sign pairs and, for background estimation,
like-sign pairs satisfying the above conditions were com-
bined to form invariant mass spectra. Simulations show
that the acceptance for like-sign and unlike-sign pairs
is the same to within a few percent for invariant masses
above 1 GeV=c2 for electrons. In Fig. 1, unlike-sign
and like-sign invariant mass spectra from the entire pp
data set are shown together. For electrons, the net yield
inside 2:8–3:4 GeV=c2 is 46 7:4, and for muons
inside 2:71–3:67 GeV=c2 it is 65 9:5. For electrons,
the peak width is 110 MeV=c2 and the centroid agrees
well with the Particle Data Group (PDG) value [10]. For
muons, the width is 160 MeV=c2. The muon peak cen-
troid is higher than the PDG value by about 3%, consis-
tent with the uncertainty in the muon magnetic field
calibration. In both cases the width of the mass window
was chosen to be 6 times the standard deviation expected
from simulations.
The J= cross sections were determined from the
measured yields using
2 3 4
0
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20
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unlike-sign
like-sign
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un
ts
ee
2 3 4
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µµ
FIG. 1 (color online). The invariant mass spectra for dielec-
tron and dimuon pairs. Unlike-sign pairs are shown as solid
lines, and the sum of like-sign pairs as dashed lines.
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Bll
d2J= 
dydpT
 NJ= RLdtypT
1
biaslvl1
1
Arec
;
where NJ= is the measured J= yield,
RLdt is the
integrated luminosity measured by the minimum bias
trigger, Bll is the branching fraction for the J= to either
e	e or	 pairs (PDG average value 5.9% [10]), bias
is the minimum bias trigger efficiency for an event con-
taining a J= , lvl1 is the level-1 trigger efficiency for
detecting a J= , and Arec is the acceptance times recon-
struction efficiency for a J= .
The integrated luminosity can be written as
RLdt 
NMB=BBC, where NMB is the number of minimum bias
triggers and BBC is the minimum bias trigger cross
section. Using a van der Meer scan measurement, BBC
was determined to be 21:8 2:1 mb [11]. We have esti-
mated bias in two ways. First, the minimum bias trigger
efficiency for J= events from a simulation study using
PYTHIA [12] [with the GRV94NLO parton distribution
functions (PDFs)] was 0.74, with no pT dependence.
Good agreement is observed in the dNch=d distribution
between PYTHIA simulations and measurements [13] for
events involving high pT 0 production. Second, we
measured [11] our minimum bias trigger efficiency for
high pT 0 production using events recorded with a high
pT EMC trigger. The efficiency of 0:75 3% is constant
within uncertainties over the measured range of 1:5<
pT < 9 GeV=c. We chose to use our measured trigger
efficiency from high pT 0 events when calculating the
J= cross section, assuming that the trigger efficiency is
the same for both processes.
For the electron analysis, Arec was determined as a
function of pT using a full GEANT simulation of single
J= events with flat distributions in dN=dy ( j y j <0:6),
pT (pT < 6 GeV=c), and collision vertex ( j z j <35 cm).
The GEANT simulations were tuned to match real detector
responses for single electrons. The reconstruction effi-
ciency calculations used a typical dead channel map. An
average correction for run-to-run variations in detector
active area was determined from single electron yields.
An estimate of the systematic uncertainty in Arec due to
z vertex dependence of the acceptance, momentum reso-
lution effects, the pair mass cut, and electron identifica-
tion cuts is given in Table I, along with the uncertainty in
the yield due to Drell-Yan and correlated charm decay
contributions. The efficiency lvl1 of the level-1 J= 
triggers in the central arms was determined as a function
of pT by using a software trigger-emulator to analyze
simulated single J= events. The results are shown in
Table I. The trigger emulator was tuned by analyzing
simulated single electrons and comparing with the real
single electron trigger efficiency.
For the muon arm, Arec lvl1 was determined as an
average within each rapidity and pT bin, using a full
GEANT simulation with J= events generated by PYTHIA
(with GRV94LO PDFs). The PYTHIA J= rapidity and pT
distributions are very similar to those of the real data, so
that bin averaging effects should be approximately ac-
counted for by this procedure. The simulated events were
reconstructed using the same reconstruction software
and cuts as for the real data, assuming nominal detector
efficiencies and typical realistic dead channel and dead
high-voltage maps. Each event had to pass the simulated
dimuon trigger. The systematic error includes discrepan-
cies between Monte Carlo and real detector response, run
to run variations in the detector state, and uncertainties in
the PYTHIA distributions. The results, integrated over the
rapidity range of the muon arm, are shown in Table I,
along with an estimate of the systematic error on the yield
due to the background subtraction technique. In both the
electron and muon cases the J= polarization was as-
sumed to be zero, since existing J= polarization mea-
surements are consistent with zero at low pT [14]. The
effect of the unknown J= polarization has not been
included in the systematic error.
The pT distributions for J= ! e	e and J= !
	 are shown in Fig. 2, with predictions [15]
from the COM. Predictions of the CSM, which greatly
underpredicts the cross sections, are also shown. These
TABLE I. Table of quantities and their systematic error
estimates (in parentheses). Ranges are given for pT dependent
quantities. For the 	 case the values of Arec and lvl1 are
combined. The absolute cross section normalization uncer-
tainty from bias and
RLdt is kept separate and is labeled (abs).
Quantity e	e 	
Yield (  5%) (5%)
Arec 0:026–0:01013% 0:038–0:01713%
lvl1 (2 2) 0:87–0:905%
(4 4) 0:30–0:7436%
bias 0:753% 0:753%RLdt 82 nb1 (9:6%) 67 nb1 (9:6%)
Total 15%syst  10%abs 14%syst  10%abs
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FIG. 2 (color online). The J= pT distributions for the di-
electron and dimuon measurements, with statistical uncertain-
ties. The solid line is a phenomenological fit of the form
1=2pTd=dpT  A1	 pT=B26. The dashed line is an
exponential fit. The CSM (dot-dashed) and COM (dotted)
calculations are from [15].
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predictions are limited to pT > 2 GeV=c because parton
intrinsic transverse momentum (kT) broadening is not
accounted for properly in the calculation. The COM
calculations do not include fragmentation contributions,
which become important at around 5 GeV=c [3]. Another
calculation for the PHENIX muon arm using NRQCD is
available in Ref. [16]. Calculations covering all pT and
including fragmentation contributions are needed. The
solid lines are a phenomenological fit of a form that has
been shown to fit J= data well at fixed target energies
[17]. The dashed line is an exponential fit. The phenome-
nological fits yield hpTi values of 1:85 0:46stat 
0:16syst GeV=c (central arm) and 1:78 0:27stat 
0:16syst GeV=c (muon arm), with a combined value of
1:80 0:23stat  0:16syst GeV=c. The systematic un-
certainties were estimated from the spread in hpTi from
a weighted mean of the binned data, the phenomenologi-
cal fit, and the exponential fit. An additional 3% was
assigned to the muon hpTi due to the uncertainty in
momentum scale.
The J= rapidity distribution obtained by combining
the dielectron and dimuon measurements is shown in
Fig. 3, with the muon arm data divided into two rapidity
bins. The COM curves are theoretical shape predictions
[9] using the same models as are discussed in connection
with Fig. 4(b), except that they are normalized to our data
to make the shape comparison clearer. Since gluon fusion
is the dominant process in all of the models, the rapidity
shape depends mostly on the gluon distribution function
and is not very sensitive to the production model. Most of
the available PDFs are consistent with the data, and
improved statistical precision will be needed to constrain
them. A PYTHIA calculation that reproduces the shape of
our data best is also shown in Fig. 3. Normalizing this to
the data, the total cross section was determined to be
4:0 0:6stat  0:6syst  0:4abs b. The quoted sys-
tematic error was estimated by setting the measured cross
sections all to their upper systematic error limits or all to
their lower systematic error limits and noting how the
cross section changed. The variation in the total cross
section extracted if we use the same procedure with
different PDF choices and models was estimated to be
small (3%). We note that the minimum bias trigger effi-
ciency for a single or double diffractive event producing a
J= will be different from the one we have assumed.
However, the measured diffractive component of the
J= cross section at

s
p  1:8 TeV and pT > 2 GeV=c
for both muons is only 1.45% [18], with little or no pT
dependence, suggesting that the diffractive component
should be negligible in our case.
A comparison is made in Fig. 4(a) of the present hpTi
value with values from previous experiments [1]. There
are no theoretical predictions that we can compare with
the hpTi measurements. The total J= cross section de-
termined in this analysis is shown in Fig. 4(b), along with
cross sections determined by lower energy experiments
[1] and predictions from the COM [9] using two different
PDFs. The

s
p
dependence of the cross section is sensitive
to the factorization scale Q, since the shape of the PDFs
depends on Q. The values of Q (3.1 GeV for GRV98NLO
and 2.3 GeV for MRST2001NLO) were chosen to give
good agreement with the data. The total cross section
normalization was obtained using color octet matrix ele-
ments from [19], but has large theoretical uncertainties
associated with the charm quark mass and the renormal-
ization scale. The renormalization scale was taken to be
equal to the quark mass Mc, and their values (1.48 GeV
for GRV98NLO and 1.55 GeV for MRST2001NLO) were
chosen to give good agreement with the data. The CEM is
also able to describe the total cross section data [6]. All
measurements and models include feed-down from the c
and the  0 to the J= .We estimate [20] that B decay feed-
down contributes less than 4% to the J= total cross
section at

s
p  200 GeV.
In summary, we have presented the first pp!
J= 	 X measurements from RHIC, obtained at sp 
200 GeV. The rapidity distributions, pT distributions,
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hpTi, and total cross sections have been presented and
compared with available model calculations. The trans-
verse momentum distributions above 2 GeV=c are rea-
sonably well described by the COM. With the present
statistical precision, our rapidity distribution shape is
consistent with most of the available PDFs. COM
calculations are able to reproduce the

s
p
dependence
of the cross section using color octet matrix elements
found in the literature, with a reasonable choice of QCD
parameters.
RHIC is expected to have proton-proton runs with
enhanced luminosity at

s
p  200 and 500 GeV in the
near future. The increased luminosity will improve the
statistical precision and pT reach of the PHENIX data,
and will ultimately make it possible to measure the J= 
polarization, which has been an important test for
models [14].
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